
Organising in the Energy Sector

What does Just Transition look like?



Battle for BiFab



Background

• BiFab is a fabrications company in Scotland for the oil, gas, 
& renewable sector. 

• The workforce used to be in constant flux, going from peaks 
of around 1,500 to a former core of 400- dependant on 
how successful the company is in winning contracts. There 
was a small permanent core workforce, who often 
operated under a HR1, and most workers are employed 
through agency. Most workers are paid on a weekly basis. 

• The company operates across three different sites/yards; 
Methil, Burntisland, & Arnish. Arnsih & Methil yards are 
owned by Scottish Enterprise. 



Battle for BiFab: Background

• BiFab had secured a contract to complete jackets 
(26 out of 84) for both Siemens and Seaways 
Heavy Lifting (SHL) who were awarded the 
Beatrice Offshore Windfarm Ltd (BOWL) project.

• BiFab only won the contract to do even this 
limited amount of work due to the Scottish 
Government agreement to underpin the loan 
with a £20million insurance guarantee if for any 
reason the work wasn’t completed by the 
company. 



What was the dispute about?

• SHL were in dispute with BiFab about the levels of 
completion for the on-going work. SHL were arguing that 
only 35% of the work had been completed, BiFab were 
arguing that it was 75%. SHL were therefore refusing to 
release more funds for the next stage of completion. This 
meant that due to the tight margins involved in the 
renewable sector, BiFab were facing liquidation. 

• SHL on the other hand stood to gain millions as they’d only 
paid for 35% of the contract, had 75% built, & could move 
the work to another yard outside Scotland, & pocket the 
£20million from the Scottish Government guarantee. 



Unjust Transition 



Timescales 
Thursday & Friday Nov 9th & 10th

• GMB get notified that there is an 
emerging issue at BiFab

• It becomes clear that BiFab is 
under serious financial difficulty

Workers in Burntisland Voting 
for the Occupation 

Monday Nov 13th 

• Officials from GMB & Unite are 
officially told that the company is 
broke & facing liquidation. 

• There is a joint union stewards 
meeting where it is decided to 
recommend to the workers that 
they occupy the yards & hold a ‘sit-
in’. 

• Mass all member meetings are held 
of the workforce at all yards for day 
& nightshift to adopt the position



Tuesday: BiFab
Occupation



Thursday MARCH

• At 7am 12 coaches arrive at the Methil yard & 
Burntisland. Approximately 1,000 workers 
march down the Royal Mile in Edinburgh in their 
overalls

• Apprentices march in front of the workers, 
children of workers march at the very front

• A rally is held once they reach Holyrood, 
attended by  MSPs. 



Friday: reactions to the march 



Result of the Occupation 
Short Term Win: 

• The Scottish Government spent the 
next 48 hours in intense 
negotiations with SHL, BiFab, & 
Siemens. 

• Eventually a deal is reached to 
secure the current contract to 
complete the work in the yards on 
the contract- up to Spring 2018

Long Term Loss: 

• The yards across Scotland lie empty, 
other than a few jobs at Arnish.

• Instead work to build jackets has gone 
to Spain, the UAE, & Indonesia, to be 
shipped back to Scotland on diesel 
fuelled barges. 



Renewables Reality in Scotland

• An ITF inspection on board the 
crane ship in the Moray Firth 
found more than 140 migrant 
workers, the majority from 
Russia and some from 
Indonesia.

• Contracts issued by SHL and an 
agent to Russian workers 
arriving to join the Stanislav 
Yudin in 2017 were for 12-hour 
days, seven days a week while at 
sea – at just £58 to £68 per day. 
Some workers were receiving 
less than £5 an hour when the 
national minimum wage was 
£7.50.

• In an extraordinary relaxation of 
immigration rules, the Home 
Office granted a six-month, 
time-limited waiver to the 
windfarm industry to use non-
EEA workers on 21 April 2017.



Booming Renewables Sector ?

In 2011, the then First Minister Alex 

Salmond said we were “at the 

forefront of an energy revolution 

which would allow Scotland to 

become the Saudi Arabia of 

renewable energy”.

• Low Carbon Economic Strategy (2010) – annual growth of 4% a year to
130,000 jobs by 2020 (and 5% of the overall workforce). Of the 60,000
new jobs to be created between 2010-2020, 26,000 in renewables.

• While there is some uncertainty over renewables jobs figures, the latest
ONS figures released in January 2019 estimate 21,400 direct full-time
equivalent (FTE) jobs in the LCRE economy in 2017.



Where is the work going? 

• Beatice (BOWLS): This 84 turbine 
scheme was constructed at a cost of 
£2.6 billion – the largest ever single 
private investment in Scotland. 

• Moray East: Moray East is due to 
become operational in 2022 and will 
generate electricity to power around 
950,000 homes. 

• Kincardine Wind Farm (KOWLS): Initial 
6 turbine project. 

• Neart Na Gaoithe (NnG): EDF bought 
over the NnG project last year and is 
reportedly set to make £130 million a 
year from the wind farm, which will 
provide power for up to 375,000 homes

• BOWLS: Scotland’s manufacturing share 
of Beatrice was less than 4% of the total 
project value.

• Moray East: BiFab was again overlooked 
as Belgian procurement firm GeoSea DEM 
awarded multi-million pound contracts for 
100 turbines jackets to the United Arab 
Emirates fabricators Lamprell, and Belgian 
steel constructors Smulders.

• KOWLS: In April 2019, BiFab missed out 
on key work on Kincardine which was 
awarded to Navantia, a state-owned 
Spanish yard with debts of €350 million.  
The award was made by procurement firm 
Cobra Wind, which is controlled by a firm 
based in Madrid.

• NnG: Most of the 53 turbine jackets to be 
manufactured in Indonesia before being 
shipped to Scotland on diesel burning 
barges for assembly, just 10 miles off the 
coast of Fife.



Fife Ready For Renewal: Campaign for Jobs 

Ready For Renewal, launched in March in Fife, is a 
joint campaign led by the STUC, GMB and Unite 
the Union.  We’re calling on EDF to do the right 
thing and build their new turbine jackets in the 
Fife yards.

In March 2019, the Scottish Government vowed 
to convene a summit after issues over fairness 
were exposed in that contract procurement 
process.  BiFab went on to win a £26.5 million 
deal for the manufacture of 100 pin piles creating 
100 jobs; some 50 of these jobs are being lost in 
November 2019.

The KOWLS deal prompted calls for firms who 
flout state aid rules to be banned from tendering.

It is currently being touted in the media that 
BiFab will be awarded the contract for 8 jackets, 
due to backlash & pressure from GMB, Unite, & 
the STUC over NnG. While 8 jackets is better than 
none, it’s still a far cry from the Just Transition or 
Green New Deal that’s spoken about. 



Traditional Energy Sector: Sustaining Jobs 

• High density, unionised jobs that needs to be protected, e.g. British Gas. 

• Smart Metering installation cross flexing to EV (Electric Vehicle) install points.

• Need to focus on utilizing our existing infrastructure towards reaching zero 
carbon targets.  



Towards A Just 
Transition

• One of the issue with renewable 
energy is how to store it. 

• Converting it to hydrogen, 
essentially converts it to being a 
battery. 

• We can then introduce hydrogen 
into our already existing gas 
network by mixing it with 
natural gas. Most of the UK’s 
GDNs (Gas Distribution 
Networks) are already trialling 
this. 

• GDN’s have a target to deliver 
91,000 new gas connections by 
2021. 

• Using what we have now, to 
preserve good, unionised jobs, 
in delivering a just transition. 



Double Cost Of 
Getting It Wrong 

• Britain has contributed to 
the global climate 
emergency by outsourcing 
its carbon emissions to 
developing nations

• The Office for National 
Statistics said the UK had 
become the biggest net 
importer of carbon dioxide 
emissions per capita in the 
G7 group of wealthy nations 
– outstripping the US and 
Japan – as a result of 
buying goods 
manufactured abroad.

• According to the ONS study, China was the 
biggest single source of Britain’s imported 
emissions, as the UK ramped up purchases of 
goods such as mobile phones made in the 
Asian country, where labour costs are lower 
and pollution regulations less stringent.


